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INTRODUCTION

Digby Flower
Chair UK & Ireland

After a Summer break we are delighted to bring you Issue 11 of UK Real
Estate Perspectives. We consider who will be the winners and losers
from the Government’s proposed reforms of the planning system , look at
the ongoing challenges to the F & B sector and continue the
conversation on the future of the office.
The recent introduction of changes to the Use
Classes Order followed by the publication of a
White Paper signalled a significant overhaul of the
planning system to make it simpler, clearer/cost
effective and quicker. But, there will be winners
and losers writes Andrew Teage, Partner,
Planning & Development in The Pitfalls &
Opportunities in Planning Reform.
Matt Ashman, Partner, Head of Leisure
& Restaurants, reviews the measures taken by
Rishi Sunak to protect the F&B sector during the
pandemic and asks whether the hospitality
industry is being unfairly blamed for the spike in
new cases in False Starting Hospitality.
Karen Clements, Managing Director, UK
Valuation & Advisory, asks what happened to
returning to the office in September and what’s
made some business sectors return and not
others in Return to the Office, Pushes & Pulls.
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Continuing the office theme Ben Cullen, Head of
Lease Transaction & Advisory updates his
view on whether the office is under threat. While
business leaders now accept offices will continue
to have an important role, What next? The
Future of Offices takes a view on what they will
they look like.
Finally Richard Pickering, Chief Strategy
Officer, UK looks at the history of
ecommerce and asks, Are offices going down
the same road as shops? While there are
distinct similarities, he also highlights important
differences offering fundamental reasons why the
virtualisation of work will not translate to the
figures we have seen in retail over the past 15
years.
Please do get in touch; we stand ready to help
you navigate through these uncertain times.

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

Andy Teage
Partner, Planning and Development

THE PITFALLS AND OPPORTUNITIES
AROUND PLANNING REFORM
The Government has recently introduced
substantial changes to the Use Classes
Order, including the creation of three new
use classes. However, these changes are
just the tip of the iceberg of the
Government’s intended reforms. A White
Paper currently undergoing consultation
will deliver the most significant overhaul
of the English planning system since the
introduction of the Town & Country
Planning Act in 1947. As with any change
there will inevitably be winners, losers
and unintended consequences.
WHAT’S DRIVING THIS?
Planning reform is a key component of the
Government’s proposed ‘New Deal for Britain’,
intended to fuel economic recovery in the wake of
COVID-19. The Prime Minister has stated a belief
that the current planning system is a 20th century
relic, which is artificially constraining the potential
of the country as we approach the third decade of
the 21st century. The Government’s mantra is
therefore to build back better, build back
greener, and build back faster.
This plays itself out in many of the planning reform
measures, that seek to improve the system in
three ways: (1) make it simpler, (2) make it
clearer/cost effective, and (3) make it quicker.
SIMPLER. The first limb of simplicity is achieved
through a classification system, segmenting land
in Local Plans into three categories: (1) growth
areas (suitable for substantial development with
automatic outline approval), (2) renewal areas
(where there is a general presumption for suitable
smaller scale development and gentle
densification), and (3) protected areas (where
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scrutiny will continue to be applied through full
planning applications.)
Beyond this, less focus will be given to
deliverability when considering whether Local
Plans are sound; the 5-year housing land supply
will be scrapped, and a national flat rate
infrastructure levy will be applied. Finally, planning
applications will be shorter and more
standardised.
COST EFFECTIVE. The planning process will be
driven by digitised data with Local Plans
becoming: ‘visual, map based, standardised, and
based on the latest digital technology.’ Application
fees will be nationally benchmarked, and the
broader costs developer funded. Bureaucracy and
unnecessary regulation will be removed, and
departments will be resourced up.
QUICKER. The Local Plan process will be limited
to a maximum of 30-months, community
engagement will be streamlined, and automatic
permission will be granted for high quality
proposals. Timeframes for determination will be
strictly applied at 8, 13, and 16-week deadlines,
with penalties for exceeding these.
SO, WHO ARE THE WINNERS FROM THIS
CHANGE?
It is not difficult to deduce that simpler, clearer and
quicker permissions will mean that applicants are
the big winners from this reform. They will spend
less time and cost in preparing planning
applications, have greater certainty of outcome
(sometimes automatic), and get decisions more
quickly.

This said, there isn’t one single type of planning
applicant. Homeowners, developers, landowners,
agents (town planners, architects etc), each
having a different experience and priority from the
application process. It remains to be seen whether
all applicants will benefit equally. Particularly it
feels like developers / housebuilders with a focus
on high end, high quality development will be the
big winners. The proposals seek to provide a ‘fast
track for beauty’ with developers securing
automatic permission for high quality design
proposals.
The reforms are also likely to see residential
SME’s benefit with the potential for them to gain
greater access to larger sites that are proposed to
be split up between developers to accelerate
delivery. The reforms also propose reduced and
deferred developer contributions for this sector, as
well as financial assistance through funds such as
Home Building Fund and Housing Delivery Fund.
The proposals to publish new style digital Local
Plans that will assist in the creation of a strategic
national map of planning will be of great benefit to
LPAs as they seek engage on cross-boundary
issues and assess local infrastructure needs. This
should also assist national property and land
portfolio owners to better protect their assets, as it
will provide them with greater ability to monitor
and influence proposed policy changes across
their extensive portfolio.
To balance what is a very pro-housing growth and
development reform, the natural environment is
also likely to be a winner. The reforms place a
greater emphasis on design, particularly local
character and types of buildings and places that
have stood the test of time. This will include locally
prepared design codes that are more binding on
decisions and the introduction of a Chief Officer
for Design and Placemaking. Net gains for
gardens, parks and other greens spaces are also
promoted, and changes via the NPPF are
proposed to make all new streets tree lined.
The planet also wins. In recognition of the impact
of flooding across England greater
controls/processes for flood risk are to be

introduced, and in line with the Government’s
2050 commitment to bring all greenhouse gas
emissions to net zero by 2050, new homes will
need to produce 75-80% less CO2 emissions and
be capable of adaption to become fully zero
carbon.
Finally, in the short-term, consultants and lawyers
will almost certainly benefit from the inevitable
confusion in terms of interpreting change.
…AND WHO ARE THE LOSERS?
The single infrastructure levy might be applied to
capture a greater proportion of land value uplift
from the grant of planning permission. This will put
pressure on the value of land and reduce the
incentive for a landowner to bring their land to the
market. This commercial change could
inadvertently slow down land release. The
segmentation of land into 3 categories is also
likely to have a massive effect on value, making
the preparation of Local Plans more contentious
than ever with landowners seeking optimum value
to incentivise them bringing their land to market
and LPAs and local communities seeking to
maximise land value uplift for infrastructure and
services.
Against this, the proposed changes to standard
housing need methodology is a clear statement of
top down government intervention as they seek to
build their annual new homes target. The
Government will directly determine the location of
the 300,000 new homes and this will be binding
and depowering of LPAs.
The flipside of simplification is overstandardisation. A more binary, logic-based
approach removes the ability to take account of
local market nuances or community wishes. It is
likely to augment successful places and remove
investment from weaker locations, exacerbating
regional spending inequalities. Some point to
concerning statistics that the North’s new housing
calculation has been significantly reduced to
50,000, despite the North being home to 1 in
every 4 people in England (25%).
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WILL THE REFORMS CREATE UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES, AND WHAT MORE COULD
HAVE BEEN DONE?
The White Paper makes a commitment to a
comprehensive resource and skills strategy and
an improvement to planning department resources
that will undoubtedly assist in the profession in
being able to implement many of the radical
reforms proposed. This will not happen overnight
though, particularly when LPAs are chronically
underfunded and under resourced, in a profession
that has been continually attacked by successive
governments for being a block to positive growth.
Considerable resource and funding are going to
be required to produce the quality Local Plans
required as the foundations of the new system.
A big step change in the profile of the profession,
the education and training of existing planning
professionals, and the education of future
planning professionals is needed to provide the
skill set and resource to effectively make the
transition. The capricious political cycle is not
typically supportive of long-term investment like
this. A good example of the scale of the challenge
is in the introduction of binding, locally prepared
design codes. The city of Gothenburg operates a
similar regime that requires 100 of their 250
planning headcount to prepare and manage them.
The reforms propose that the planning system is
to be predominantly funded by developer
contributions, but on the other hand that planning
application fees will be returned to applicants if
their applications are not determined within set
time limits or successfully appealed. The circular
nature of the position feels untenable.
The reforms are very clearly targeted at the
delivery of housing. There is little or no reference
to other key sectors such as logistics, offices,
energy etc, which all have a key role to play in the
country’s economic recovery.

In the commercial sectors, the revision to the use
classes may deliver unintended consequences.
For example, good quality light industrial units that
previously fell within the B1 use class, now fall into
the new E Class. This puts future light industrial

use in competition with convenience retail,
changing the nature of established employment
areas, and potentially acting as a drag to
economic growth and small businesses.
Under the proposed single infrastructure levy,
LPAs are responsible for delivering infrastructure;
however, they are likely to lack the embedded
skills and resources to do so. This could lead to
expensive outsourcing and procurement
processes. LPAs may borrow against future
receipts to fund this infrastructure; however, this
creates financial risk if the associated scheme
doesn’t complete, has to be amended, or local
market changes mean the scheme is not as viable
as initially forecast.
Finally, a visible failing of the proposals is the lack
of support for the creation of new sustainable
communities which promote the health and
wellbeing of our nation. If there is one major
lesson from the COVID-19 pandemic, it is that
greater focus is needed in this space. This feels
like a missed opportunity.

…AND SO, IN CONCLUSION:
There is no doubt that life has changed since
1947 and elements of the planning system need
to be modernised; an example being in the
digitisation and efficiency of its processes. Many
of the proposed reforms, however, are more
fundamental, shifting planning from being a
discretionary process where professional
judgement is applied, to a rules-based approach
where outcomes are right or wrong, black or
white. We must wait to see whether this translates
to an improvement or a step backwards.
The real estate industry and the wider country
should welcome the prospect of a simpler, quicker
and more cost-effective system. However, if the
new system is directed towards meeting short
term targets, and in doing so dismantles the core
principles that have been largely effective over 73
years, there is danger of the outcome being
detrimental to the creation of prosperous, healthy,
and vibrant communities of the future. We all now
have a role to play ensuring that this is not the
case.
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

Matt Ashman
Partner, Head of Leisure & Restaurants

FALSE-STARTING HOSPITALITY
Could a £10 meal subsidy encourage
double the amount of people to dine out on
a Monday? What would happen to the
entire industry if VAT and Business rates
were removed permanently and these
savings were passed onto the customer?
The Chancellor's mission “from the get-go … has
been to protect jobs”. 3.2m jobs to be precise, in a
sector that has been hit with a Q1 decline ten
times worse than the economy as a whole (21%).
What EOTHO has also done is demonstrate both
latent demand and price sensitivity, despite the
virus. To protect jobs in the long term; people
need to feel safe and excited to come back and
unfair costs associated with the high street need
to be rebalanced.
EOTHO worked. The UK economy continued to
recover (growing by 6.6%) in July, in part, caused
by reopening of restaurants and pubs, which saw
the accommodation and food services sector rise
“by a whopping 140.8%”, and confirming what we
already knew: we need hospitality. It is the third
largest private sector employer in the UK,
representing 10% of UK employment, the industry
also employs more women than men, it also has
the potential to cater for different lifestyles and
ages. Rishi Sunak is right to focus on this crucial
market - this is not a flippant “forget covid, I want
to go out for dinner” argument.
There is clearly both an employment (as 10% of
UK employment) and economic (7% of GDP)
impact, but also the importance of social
interaction. Social isolation is likely to increase
your risk of death by 29% (Holt-Lunstad, 2015)
and the Lancet found that economic recessions
might worsen health up to 8%. Compared to a
31% increase over the normal risk of catching
Covid-19 (BMJ). In the words of one of the team
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that originally grew Pizza Express: “Do we try to
eliminate virus from the population, which is a)
impossible, b) ruinous c) destructive to society,
and d) will end up costing lives? Or do we target
measures at vulnerable communities, which is a)
do-able b) allows normal life to resume and c) will
actually save lives?”.
Speaking more widely on the market, Tom
Stevenson, investment director at Fidelity
International, said “so much depends on whether
rising unemployment creates a negative feedback
loop into lower appetite to spend and invest”. As
the hospitality industry was hit the hardest of all
(According to the ONS) let’s break that negative
feedback loop.
“Hospitality remains in such a fragile
state. Every time further restrictions are
even mentioned we destroy hard-won
consumer confidence. Furthermore,
without a serious package of support,
more restrictions will undoubtedly mean
permanent closure for thousands of
businesses.”
David McDowall, BrewDog.
Now is the time for clarity and saving those jobs
and lives in a different way.

IS IT FAIR TO FOCUS ON HOSPITALITY?
“You can’t keep everyone locked down for
ever, so why not let them go out to some of
the safest places?” so argues Jonathan
Downey of Hospitality Union, representing over
3,000 hospitality business owners and, we might
add, to keep the jobs going and limit the wider
economic, social, psychological and medical
impacts. On Newsnight, Downey stated that
hospitality venues are some of the safest places
you can go to; that the hospitality industry is used
to looking after people, as experts in food safety,
cleanliness, hygiene and sanitising.
Hospitality is emotive and fickle. That’s why we
love it as customers. Confidence in the sector was
just being restored. Why allow over 100 million
meals to be claimed, to enable 200,000 staff to
come out of furlough early (a £150m saving in
furlough costs), only to return to threats of curfews
and lockdowns, sinking turnovers back down
under 70%. Clearer messaging is required, and
the press has a lot to answer for. Where is the
evidence of a spike caused by hospitality alone?
Public Health England data shows that out of 729
new incidents reported in week 37, just 34 were
linked to food outlet or restaurant settings.
WEEK 37 COV2 OUTBREAKS BY
INSTITUTION, ENGLAND

According to UK hospitality “a 10pm curfew
rather than an 11pm one doesn't just mean
less money for an hour, it halves a restaurants
capacity for trade throughout the evening and
strips out an entire shift - that is jobs lost,
lives and livelihoods damaged, possibly
irreparably”.
The issue is turnover, which has been hit twofold;
the new 100% trading capacity is still, at best,
80% due to social distancing, and office
occupancy is less than a quarter of what it was.
"If you talk to restaurants across the
globe, the language might change, but the
math is the same," Ryan Pernice told CNN
Business. "Restaurants and bars need volume
and traffic to make them work."

Both hospitality and offices hinge on the
importance of real social interaction being enough
to entice people back to cities and town centres.
Leisure and work in city centres are intrinsically
linked, both sustaining and driving one another’s
critical mass. Now, more than ever, this delicate
balance within Real Estate needs to be
addressed.
NEIGHBOURHOODS
BBC reports, 50 of the biggest UK employers
have no plans to ask all staff to return to the office
full-time in the near future. “Office workers might
even have more disposable income to spend in
those new local businesses because they won’t
have to spend so much commuting.”

The last 6 months has seen a shift in prime pitch
to true mixed-use neighbourhoods. Further
highlighting the delicate complimentary balance of
asset classes.
Most West End restauranteurs considering
expansion again are exploring the prime
neighbourhoods. Bone Daddies has just taken the
Byron in Richmond and locations like Battersea
Power Station are seeing improved yearly like-forlikes.
This poses the question: by insisting on continuing
to work from home when we don’t have to, will we
lose those cultural and culinary institutions that
can only survive in the critical mass of a city
centre? And if so, are we OK with this?
Source: UK Hospitality/ Public Health England
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CHANGES WE SHOULD KEEP
There have been some great solutions to come
from the entrepreneurial spirit of our UK hospitality
sector following the pandemic. Pedestrianisation
and outside seating for the main hospitality areas;
allowing “experts in food safety, cleanliness
hygiene and sanitising” to trade fully, with space,
in the fresh air enables them to invest in building
an outside culture throughout the winter. We are
finally catching up with our Scandinavian
counterparts who have similar climates but
already enjoyed a much more successful outside
culture. We just need to shed the historic
servitude to the car and the draconian, outdated
licensing rules for fear of public disorder. This
remains our chance to do so.

Business rates and VAT cuts: for the online retail
sector, companies like Amazon, which receives
more scrutiny than most, correctly paid just +3%
(+£500k) more tax in 2020 on profits that
increased +35% (to £102m), stating “We pay all
taxes required in the UK”. For hospitality, the £10
EOTHO meal subsidy encouraged double the
amount of people to dine out on a Monday. The
entire industry was kept on life support with VAT
and Business rates removal. If, when it is safe to,
these costs were permanently removed and the
savings passed onto the customer - this is how we
would get our high streets going again.
The high street is price sensitive. Let’s keep jobs
by keeping its costs down and enabling it as the
best place for safe social interaction, not picking
on it unnecessarily.
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VALUATION & ADVISORY

Karen Clements
Managing Director, UK Valuation & Advisory

IT WILL BE BETTER IN SEPTEMBER
September was supposed to be the month
we moved back to (relative) normality.
And the phrase ‘back to’ is particularly
appropriate – September was the month
all schools across the UK were going to be
back in operation, nurseries back to
taking on all infants (not just those of key
workers), employers had communicated
their back to the office strategies and we
were going back to work in our COVID
secure offices.
Only we didn’t.

THE PUSH BACK TO THE OFFICE
The push back to the office began in earnest in
August, led by Central Government and followed
up by warnings on the economic consequences of
continuing to work from home from Governor of
the Bank of England, Andrew Bailey, the Mayor of
London, Sadiq Khan, and even from Kirstie
Allsopp who suggested that those that remain
working from home might be more vulnerable to
offshoring in the future.
So far around 34% of UK office workers have
returned to their desks versus 83% in France and
around 75% in Germany, Spain and Italy. Office
driven city centre footfall has remained stubbornly
low across the UK with Bristol, Cambridge,
Sheffield, Newcastle, Manchester, Edinburgh,
Oxford and Leicester joining London at the bottom
of the 10th September footfall league table. So,
what’s the issue in the UK – why are office
workers not responding to the push?
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Research conducted by Manpower shows that we
are as a nation marginally more concerned about
the impact of a second wave than office workers
in mainland Europe, but not by much, so the
explanation doesn’t seem to lie here. Does the
reluctance lie in reliance on public transport? The
UK has the longest commute times in Europe
reflecting the concentration of offices in the centre
of major cities and the need to use train, tram and
underground networks to get to them. This
contrasts with mainland European where cities are
often smaller, economic hubs less centralised and
with many cities such as Amsterdam having much
greater alternative transport use.
I confess that I’ve found thoughts of a 75-minute
train commute into London wearing a face mask
less than attractive – particularly given that I have
two close relatives that were shielding at the
height of the pandemic who still need support.
This balance of risk concern is shared by some
employers too, with executives concerned for the
health of their employees and potential lawsuits
that they might face as a result. Is our later entry
into lockdown and our relatively high infection and
death rates causing us to conclude that the risk to
health from returning to the office outweighs the
risk to the economy outlined by government, or is
something else at play?

WHO IS RETURNING, AND WHY?
So, the question is if we are returning to the office
in lower numbers than was anticipated by us or
desired by government across the UK is there any
pattern to who is returning?

Our own research indicates that the return to the
office in 2020 has been led by the Financial
Services and more traditional Professional
Service sectors with more of the Tech sector
either not planning to return until 2021, or in the
case of Twitter and Facebook declaring that there
will be no requirement to return to previous ways
of working.
The reasons cited by businesses for making an
early return to the office span from
accommodating employees who cannot easily
work from home, to the need to boost
collaboration, reinforce company culture and
support learning.
It’s interesting that the declared late returners are
dominated by tech organisations whose
employees are less likely to work in fixed teams,
who may already operate in global virtual teams
operating across time-zones and where
employees come together to work on projects and
then disperse onto new assignments. Have Tech
firms learned something about how to manage
collaboration, drive culture and support learning
across a flexible workforce that organisations
made up of more fixed teams with a traditional
command and control management structure
haven’t? Could this be driving them to hold back
on a ‘push’ return to the office strategy unlike
some traditional businesses who would otherwise
be perceived as more risk averse?

The reasons cited by businesses that are keen to
support a return to the office raise a new set of
questions. Can corporate culture only be
transmitted and reinforced by being in the same
space, particularly an office housing a fraction of
the workforce, socially distanced and wearing

masks? And Tech firms do have offices, some of
the biggest recent investments in office space in
Central London have come from them ….so what
is going on here, are they really walking away
from that investment?
IS THERE A PULL?
We can see that there is a pull to the office from
younger employees who lack the comfortable
space needed to WFH effectively and for whom
the workplace has a strong social function. I met
my husband on our first day on the HSBC
Graduate scheme and the workplace is where the
young, transplanted from home to our major cities,
find friends and partners as well as a career. 40%
of the top 50 FTSE companies have reported
opening their offices to accommodate these
younger workers.
Beyond this there is an emerging consensus,
collated by PWC and supported by our
Experience per Square Foot™ @home survey,
that despite our growing proficiency in using
Teams or Zoom, creativity and collaboration,
particularly on new initiatives and projects is
easier when we are together in one space. And
this is exactly how Amazon and Google think
about their major offices – designed not to
accommodate rows and rows of fixed desks, but
with breakout rooms, quiet library like areas for
research and reflection, open communal spaces,
desks in small team groups, all with great design
and access to food vendors, coffee stands and
marketplaces and in the case of Amazon in
Seattle a place to take your dog.
Might the message from the Tech firms that you
don’t have to return to the office yet, actually be a
more nuanced one. That you don’t have to return
to the office unless you want to? And might you
want to if your commute takes you to a space
that’s better than home?! Were the big Tech firms
already the masters of the flexible working model
the rest of us have been bumped into
experiencing through lockdown?
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IS THE GENIE OUT OF THE BOTTLE?
What most office workers have experienced
during lockdown is a new freedom. Freedom from
the hours spent in a crowded train, or in motorway
traffic jams, from the extortionate costs of rail
commuting into our major cities and in the case of
parents whose children are now back at school
the daily stress of ferrying their children across
town, often in the opposite direction to work,
rushing to get to work on time and experiencing
the same stress in reverse at the end of the day
as they rush to avoid being met by a frowning
teacher holding the hand of the last child waiting
to be picked up.
But it isn’t just about freedom, for many the new
experience of working from home has felt good.
Our Experience per Square Foot™ @home
survey of over 50,000 people who were working
from home during lockdown found that an
incredible 90% of them felt trusted to carry out
their work, 82% felt informed and 75% felt they
collaborated and focussed effectively.

And as a recent survey by the World Economic
Forum revealed, employers in turn have seen
benefits to lockdown - an increase in productivity
and engagement, more efficient and inclusive
communication between employees, a flattening
of hierarchies which have further increased
operating efficiency, a change in leadership styles
to Trust Based Working (TBW) which has
increased perceived employee commitment and
significantly to now seeing the office as a space
for collaboration and innovation.
With 60% of office workers not wanting to return
to the office full-time - ever (CNBC) what should
businesses do?
HOW SHOULD BUSINESSES RESPOND?
Firstly, with a real focus on inclusion. Just as there
are those that want and need to return to the
office there are other groups, particularly those
with caring responsibilities for whom it is not easy
even for a few days a week. Schools may be
back, but breakfast and after school clubs are not
operating everywhere, using grandparents as

childcare support comes with inherent health risks
and there is a danger of creating a two-tier
organisation if part of the workforce, and it will be
predominately women, are less visible in the office
- out of sight, out of mind. Without there being a
conscious and sustained effort to communicate to
and include all employees through virtual
channels, as well as face to face, the
disproportionate impact women have faced during
lockdown could continue well beyond it. The
Institute of Fiscal Studies reported that during
lockdown UK mothers were (trying) to combine
paid work with other activities, almost always
childcare, in 47% of their working hours compared
with 30% of fathers’ work hours. With schools
back in operation this may reduce a little but
working a lengthy commute around an 8:30am to
3:30pm average senior school day might have you
in the office for only 5 hours, even less for those
with primary school age children. And who is likely
to get the call when a school bubble is asked to
quarantine? The real fear expressed by working
mothers that hard-won progress on diversity and
inclusion could be wiped out by the pandemic
needs to be acknowledged and addressed from
the top down.
Secondly, if businesses believe that their
organisation’s culture and values are primarily
transmitted through behaviours observed in the
office then this is a great time to formalise them, to
make them explicit and embed them in onboarding, the training of all employees and in
performance management. In a world where for
the foreseeable future not everyone is going to be
in the office every day businesses need to ensure
that they are clear on the behaviours they want
their people to embrace and display, recognising
that with social distancing the office may not
transmit culture as clearly as before. Having
developed clarity on the words that embody their
culture businesses need to find new ways to share
the behaviours they want to see in their
organisation, to communicate the values they
want to be upheld and to ensure that the good is
visibly (through every communication channel)
and consistently recognised and rewarded.
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Finally, by taking a deep breath and considering
the future beyond the immediate challenges of
local lockdowns, the safety of public transport and
school openings. The pandemic has highlighted
the importance of developing, operating and
maintaining healthy buildings, and not just healthy
buildings, inspiring ones. A lot of the commentary
in recent weeks has been about the opportunity
for businesses to save costs by reducing their
office footprint as they move to a more flexible
working model with fewer people in the office on
any given day. But what about the alternative
strategy of retaining the space and using it
differently, in a way that pulls your people to it?
What about moving from considering an office
layout that maximises desks per square metre to
a layout that reflects a new purpose for the office,
supporting a hybrid flexible working model that
maximises the performance of the office as a
place to create, collaborate and learn rather than
sit in rows and type. What about capitalising on
the fact that in real terms office space is the
cheapest it has ever been and re-imagining its
use?
The ‘flight to quality’ takes on a different meaning
when it comes to post-COVID-19 offices; yes at
least until there is a vaccine, there needs to be an
increased focus on securing employee safety
through enabling social distance, improving air
quality and implementing systems to make sure
that not too many people are in the office space at
the same time, but beyond this what does a
flexible office need to look like if its prime
objectives are to support creativity, collaboration
and learning? Like Amazon’s amazing city hubs
(which reflect the huge investment Amazon has
made in them), Sky Central, ASOS HQ, or the
new Leeds University Library? What role does

tech need to play if most of your people are
working from home on any given day? Do you
have enough meeting spaces, are they tech
enabled in a way that can include everyone, is the
material you are pushing out to your employees
through digital channels high quality and engaging
and what do you need to do support your
employees in creating safe and productive
workspaces at home? There seems to be an
assumption that working from home delivers a
cost saving to the employer – but does it, if
homeworking is properly supported as a
permanent option? If, having properly considered
the new risks to the employer that emerge from
formalising a home-based workforce, businesses
see too many issues in supporting a large
population of homeworkers, should satellite office
solutions, flexible workspaces in smaller cities or
towns be added to their workplace strategy?
The opportunity here is transformational. We can
capitalise on all of the benefits that have emerged
from lockdown - the increased efficiency, the new
management paradigm of trust rather than
presenteeism, the personal freedom experienced
by employees that has been returned in kind by
commitment to their employers, and to harness
this to design a new flexible way of working with
the office at its creative heart that drives benefits
to both businesses and their employees. A new
way of working that is innovative, collaborative,
effective and inclusive.
WHO FEELS BOLD?
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LEASE ADVISORY

Ben Cullen
International Partner, Head of Lease Transactions
and Advisory, UK

WHAT NEXT? THE FUTURE OF OFFICES
Over the years, friends and family had given up
even feigned interest in my ‘work chat’.
Seemingly, planning grids, bike ratios and
BREEAM scores are pretty dull unless you work in
the offices sector.
But that’s all changed now – fuelled by BBC polls,
newspaper editorials and government
interventions, it seems everyone now wants to talk
about the future of offices and (with some degree
of relish) whether my profession is fast becoming
an endangered species.
The good news for the offices sector is that the
hysteria appears to be dying down. Business
leaders that were calling time on the office, now
accept that they’ll continue to have an important
role in future. Likewise, after 6-months at home,
most office workers admit that getting together
with clients and colleagues is desirable, at least
some of the time.
The more worrying news is that this improving
sentiment hasn’t yet resulted in the reoccupation
of office space in the UK’s cities. London’s major
Landlords are reporting office occupation stuck
somewhere between 15 and 25% with only a
relatively modest increase since the beginning of
September.
With our city-centre ecosystems at stake,
commentators have pointed the finger of blame at
government mismanagement, corporate fear and
an arrogant form of idleness that has permeated
into Britain’s workforce. They argue that corporate
Britain just needs to muster some courage, get
people back at their desks and get on with the
business of recovery.
Whether or not you believe in this view, I think it
misses the point. The issue for the offices sector
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is that people are working at home because
technology enables it, employers support it and
they enjoy it.
Let me be clear, I’m not suggesting the end of the
office. As I’ve written before, the world’s most
successful businesses will continue to be those
that bring people together rather than disperse
them at home.
However, our industry can’t afford to ignore this
shift in attitudes. COVID-19 may have triggered an
office exodus, but it’s improbable that this exodus
will be entirely reversed when the pandemic is
controlled.
We need to learn the lessons of the retail sector
and be more pro-active in embracing change. The
last 6 months suggests that we’re now entering a
new phase of office working, with individuals
provided with greater autonomy in choosing where
they want to work. The future office must adapt to
this change becoming a place where people want
to be rather than a place where people are obliged
to be.
What may this mean in practice? Most important
of all will be location. In a future where people
commute less often, it is quite plausible that
people will commute further, balancing 2 or 3 days
in the office with improved quality of life and lower
living costs. This would point towards offices in
locations which are both accessible to broad
catchments and serviced by vibrant amenity for
meetings and leisure. Office occupiers considering
a centralisation of their real estate; reducing the
quantum of space but paying more for an easily
accessible location, will become much more
common. Cut price office developments which are
hard to reach and rely on the sandwich van will
struggle.

What about the office environment itself? One of
the mistakes of business during lockdown has
been to over-emphasise the rise in productivity for
home working. I don’t think any of us are surprised
that, for many, the peace and quiet of home
supports productive cerebral working.
However, measuring the value of the office
environment for less tangible outputs such as
innovation, knowledge-sharing and relationship
building has always been more tricky. In a future
where people can work from a desk at home, the
office must excel as a place for meeting and
collaboration.

So, what’s next? The office is here to stay, but not
in the form we know it. There will soon come a
time (you may say right now..) where the opinions
of an office agent are no longer newsworthy and
the future of the office falls from the media
agenda. In the meantime, we all need to listen and
learn.

Architects need to consider how to meet these
future needs in the configuration and specification
of office space.
Developers need to be creative in ensuring that a
visit to the office is more than just ‘going to work’
but an exciting and inspiring place that attracts
workers much like a shopping centre does its
customers.
Larger campuses that have the economies of
scale to develop and deliver a sense of place
have a real opportunity to differentiate.
Owners of stand-alone assets need to take further
the concept of Business Improvement Districts,
working collaboratively with neighbouring owners
to deliver an inspiring streetscape.
Most talk has been about the physical
manifestation of the office, but we shouldn’t forget
the leases that underpin value. For larger HQ’s,
where the capital investment of the tenant is high,
I have no doubt that longer ‘institutional’ leases
will have a future.
For smaller offices, I’m less confident. As we
navigate our way through this pandemic and
adjoining recession, I see occupiers taking shorter
leases or licences as a means of mitigating the
risk of future lockdowns or because they can’t
confidently assess their future occupational
needs. In the longer term, I think that this need for
flexibility will remain, not because of the
pandemic, but because smaller occupiers will
become less defined by their office space,
favouring landlords that can offer flex space in a
managed environment where workers can
leverage communal services and a sense of
community.
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COMMENTARY

Richard Pickering
Chief Strategy Officer, UK

ARE OFFICES GOING DOWN THE SAME
ROAD AS SHOPS?
1995 was in retrospect a watershed year
for retail. Although the world didn’t know
it, two small businesses had been founded
that would change the face of global high
streets.
One intended to sell books; the other was a
hobbyist website called AuctionWeb. By the year
2000, the e-commerce trend was being taken
seriously, with both Amazon and the now
rebranded e-Bay at its helm. In the following 20
years, this new distribution model rose from
nothing, to account for 20% of all UK retail sales.
One fifth of shopping had moved into the
ether. In the period since its peak, retail values
have fallen by ~60% in real terms. Were other
factors at play? Sure. But it is difficult to escape
the online shift as the primary driver of this
change.
In the wake of Coronavirus, the world now seems
set to move from the traditional work model, to
one which more formally recognises working from
home as an integral element. It is at the extremes
of this debate that commentators are saying that
we will either move to a fully work from home
model, or that we will be back in the office 5-days
per week. Although there will be businesses and
people that fall into both of these camps; most
envisage some form of balance. The comparison
with retail is palpable. If people work just one day
per week from home, one fifth of work will have
moved into the ether; a place where no office is
required.
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ARE OFFICES GOING DOWN THE SAME ROAD
AS SHOPS? THERE ARE SOME DISTINCT
SIMILARITIES, BUT ALSO SOME IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCES.
We need to put this in the context of a much
broader trend. The internet has enabled instant
transfer of knowledge and the ability to transact
remotely. This has been hugely beneficial for
society. It has made many activities quicker and
cheaper. Importantly it has also made many
functional activities more convenient, removing
inefficiencies, administration and hassle.
Whilst gamers and subscribers to certain websites
might disagree, the internet is not built for fun; it is
built for efficiency and reference. And for activities
where convenience and efficiency are the primary
focus, it is often a good choice.
For convenience shopping trips, we no longer
need to drive to town, find a place to park a car,
pay for parking and only then find out whether
what we came to purchase is in stock. We just
order online. Recently, many of us have found that
we don’t need to sit in the doctors’ germy waiting
rooms to ask a quick health question – we can
have an online video consultation. It is in this
same category of convenience that commuters
have recently won back up to 3 hours of their life
every day; a powerful incentive to work from
home.
And so, the wider digital shift, now affecting all
areas of life and business, has come to the office.
Should we expect a similar impact on real estate
activity and value? Before making that call, it is
important to consider some fairly fundamental
differences between working and shopping.

Firstly, whereas shopping can be done in a
couple of minutes on the Amazon app on your
iPhone, professional work still requires a lot of
time sitting at a desk. Until Elon Musk succeeds
with his neural implant project, and we all move to
living into Matrix-esque nutrition pods (please, no),
then you are still going to need physical space to
do work. Not a problem for me, a 41-year old
home-owner, (exactly the average age of a UK
office worker). My dining room is now my office.
However, more of a problem for the me of 20
years ago, living in a shared, rented micro-flat I
could barely afford. For the average 20-something
urbanite – the same one that might do the majority
of their shopping online - working from home is
either not pleasant, or simply not viable.
Secondly, shopping is still a largely solitary
activity, whereas work is not. Forget marketing
images of a group of women in their 30s giggling
together on the high street, their arms laden with
shopping bags, and a glass of Prosecco in hand.
The reality is that most of us shop alone most of
the time. Furthermore, a 2018 survey confirms
that 95% of us want to be left alone whilst in
shops.
If you’re the kind of worker that spends all day on
a computer by yourself, rarely interacting with
colleagues or clients, then working from home is
made for you. You should ditch the office for good.
Of course, statistically, you’re in the group of office
workers that are most likely to have their job
automated in the next 20 years, so maybe don’t
invest too much in that home office. Most modern
work requires an element of collective,
combinational thinking. Increasingly, high-value
work is skewed towards creativity, which in turn is
shown to thrive more so in (small) groups. Let’s be
clear, these groups can still collaborate and be
innovative online – it is patently false to state that
they cannot – but for many people, particularly
older extraverts, this is still a poor substitute for inperson meetings, facilitated in an office
environment.
Thirdly, shopping is about buying – you are
the customer and the customer is always
right. Work is about earning; your employer is
the customer of your services, and you might
be ‘wrong’. Therefore, the mode of shopping is

much more about personal choice and personal
convenience, whereas the mode of working is
about organisational choice and doing what you
are told.
Should there be a conflict between what is good
for the employee and the employer? Potentially.
There is an emerging discussion about individual
productivity vs organisational productivity. For
instance, if you are a manager, you might be able
to satisfy your personal KPIs at home, but the
organisation might lose the synergy of the training
benefit that you confer on others. This is ultimately
about establishing an aligned reward culture that
recognises these wider benefits. It is also about
the talent agenda. Employers need to decide
whether to adopt talent friendly policies which
offer the employee choice, or more rigid,
consistency focussed policies. In the next couple
of years, the whip hand is likely to be with most
employers, but the pendulum will probably swing
back.
Fourthly, shopping is a public activity,
whereas office work is a private activity. At the
beginning of the day the retailer doesn’t know who
their customer will be, and for most goods, repeat
interactions are infrequent. The volume of
purchases smooths peaks and troughs in demand
over a typical week. However, in normal
circumstances a store can go from empty to
rammed in the space of minutes, and this is not a
problem.
Office work typically involves a permanent
contract between employee and employer. The
employer knows who their employee is and is
obligated to cater for their needs on a semipermanent basis. This requires more predictability
of the usage of office space. Employers cannot be
in a position where they are unable to cope with
peaks in demand for space – and without very
heavy-handed management and shift-stacking this
is exactly what they will get. For this reason, I
strongly suspect that estates managers will need
to overprovide office space to guard against peak
overcapacity issues. This means that the flow
through of reduced footfall to office space needs is
likely to be weak, and office take-up may not be
affected by working from home to the extent that
some fear.
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In conclusion… The world is shifting to digital
delivery mechanisms. If you haven’t spotted this
yet, then it’s probably best that you stay under
your rock. Office work simply cannot be immune
to this trend, which echoes what has already
happened in retail. However, to leave the
conclusion there, is a massive oversimplification
of what is likely to happen next.
There are a number of strong fundamental
reasons why the virtualisation of work will not
translate to the figures we have seen in retail over
the past 15 years. It will, however, increase
employee choice and focus the minds of those
who use office space on what they really want to
get out of it. This is a great thing for society and a
much-needed prompt to the property industry to
get on with the stuff we have all been talking
about for too long now.

To be clear this is not a free pass for office
owners. Now more than ever, having a proposition
aligned to the ‘new normal’ will be a key source of
competitive advantage. Those who have been
preparing for a future focused on what liberated
employees actually want from their office should
be well placed. In discovering this, I’d suggest
looking to the retail sector, which has already had
a head start in developing the answers: customer
experience, wow factor, excitement, community
and purpose. This is where the convergence of
evolution between the two sectors will be felt
most.
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